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Welcome

NOW4WRC19  https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-
groups/rsg4/rwp4a/NOW4WRC19/Pages/
default.aspx 

Gender focal point in ITU

Bringing women together in radiocmmunication sector

Encouraging women to participate in ITU 
committees

Azerbaijan has Equal Rights

My own childhood and subsequent experiences

Senior figures in government and companies are women

Women playing an important role in representation in 
ICTs

Fascinating with science

Higher degrees in ICT

Then gained job in international satellite co-ordination

Participation in WRC and other meetings in ICT sector

Azerbaijan playing a leading role in satellite 
technology

Candidature for Seat on ITU Council

Creating space for women on decision making 
tables

From kitchen table to central bank to security

Women@thetable

Heads of many UN agencies in Geneva

And groups in New York, Vienna, Nairobi

Conversation about “what” is still going on

But our focus is on “how”Stanford Research

Numbers of women

Also qualitative aspects

50% of decision making

Feminists

Women advocating for other women

Having influence at the decision making tables

Fixing the institutions

Tenure tracks Challenges for those who choose to have families

Need for greater flexibilityParental leave

Fixing the knowledge - so we improve the science

Changing budgeting, research inventors, who invents the 
technology

Women generally go for smaller research grants

Balance on hiring panels and grant giving bodies is crucial

Upstream and downstream STEM

Who is teaching in junior schools?

Many women study the sciences, but when they get into 
the companies they are leaving because it is an 
inhospitable work environment

“Young Apes”

Must be a welcoming environment

Co-creation

But the issues is not about why and what

More than 50% of the world’s population We should have half sof the key role

Mixed teams are more creative and productive

Gender

Ethnicity

Education is gendered

Women can bring different perspectives

Gendered innovation

ICT is losing expertise

ICT

Information

Communication

Technologies

Women should be much more represented

Women should be much more represented

Tthis is where the problems are - perceived capacities of 
women in science and technology  

The problem is when you go up the ladder

Thinking, doing and working is male dominated

But remember diversity - colour, ethnicity

so it is more difficult when you go up the ladder

Action

Mentoring

Ensuring appointment procedures are appropriate

Active harassment in the workplace

Affecting hierarchy

Productivity

Prejudice in science in general

No history of women in science

We have a history of brilliant women in science

Performances of women have been deleted from history and 
made invisible

There have been many brilliant women in science and ICTs

Bringing women together to support 
each other

At work, whole environment is mostly 
male dominated - this is where the 
problem is. They do not realise and 
understand this. Easier to sit down 
one-to-one rather than in large 
groups to deal with gender related 
issues

Women do not perform well when they are the only woman on a 
team. So need to have groups of women working together.

At ITU there has never 
been a woman in the 
elected posts, 

Quantity and quality 
(Maria - Empowerment 
Lab) - how do we 
measure quality?

“Qualitative” is a difficult word.

Answers to questions

Men also need to lead on gender issues from the top

Need to get away from the view that science is neutralScience is gendered to be male

Need women as role models

Spirit of a network

A process full of diversity

Where are the women?

Last WRC only 17% of women representation

Not just numbers, but it is also a question of the role

2003 Veena Rawat chaired WRC-03 - the first and only woman 
to have done so

WeLead (led by USA) - informal programme offering mentorship 
for women during the WRC-15, and we are building on this 
https://www.itu.int/en/council/2016/Pages/welead.aspx 

Every woman should be involved - they are the owners of the 
group

Mentorship

Advocacy and reaching out, recruiting allies

Team of co-ordinators from delegates

During study group meetings

Focal points during meetings

Formal sessions and informal gatherings

Sharing experiences, tips and advice

Women with different backgrounds - technical, legal…

Role models

Also working with external groups and speakers - building 
understanding and the network

need to ensure we have the right messages
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